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Enhancements 

Web Pages 

Links Lists now have many options for configuration so you can make them look how you desire. 
These options include:  

 

 Left/Center Alignment for the link image and text 
 Small, Medium and Large Image Sizes for Link Icons 
 Normal, Large and X-Large Text Sizes 
 Wrap or Truncate Options for the link name 

With this change you can have a great deal of control over the way your links will render and 
creates many options for new design strategies for your page. Links will expand to fit the 
content, you can choose larger text,larger imagery or both. Left align or center align your links 
and choose if the link name itself should wrap or truncate to fit better.  

 

Larger blocks tend to look better with larger image sizes and a bit larger text, but you can play around 
with your block size and the options to make your links look exactly as you’d like them. 

 



 

 

Create an entire page with resource links for your students that are easy to use. 

 

  



Alerts now have an option to use colors. 
You can use color to make them stand out 
more on your site or as another way to 
indicate the severity of the alert. NOTE: if 
you do use color for meaning, you MUST 
also state that in the text of the alert so 
that people who cannot see those colors 
will be able to understand the alert fully.  

 

Here you can see we chose a yellow color for this alert instead of the default red, which might 
not stand out against my own site colors. Using colors for these alerts can make them stand out 
more on your site and differentiate the alert from previous ones.   



 

Different colors for different schools is also a good strategy to ensure that an alert is easy to 
understand.  

 

Guide:  

Underline Detection – Guide can now detect when you have underlined text on your page. 
eChalk already underlines all links and modifies the color so they have a high enough contrast 
with the surrounding text to distinguish them. Using underlines on other text should be avoided 
as they can sometimes be construed as links. This can be very frustrating for an end user. The 
best practice on the web is to underline all links and ONLY links. Guide can now find any text 
that has this underlining and we have a “Fix” button that will allow you to easily remove it. You 
can keep it if you feel that the underlined text clearly would not be interpreted as a link, but it is 
almost always better to use font size, bold or italics to draw attention to text rather than 
underlines. 

 

Fixes 

Google Custom Search 

A recent change by Google creates a new format for their Custom Search Engine ID. We 
have updated our codebase to allow any previously created IDs as well as any created 
with the new format 

Accessibility 

Minor adjustments to color contrast tests and colors used on text that is not visible on the 
screen 

 In addition, various performance improvements and optimizations have also been released.  

 

 


